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HELLO...

You probably already know that one of the biggest advantages of 
board games is direct contact with other players. You develop your 
social skills at different levels and in different situations. Board 
games help you set goals and strive for them. During each game, 
your brain repeatedly works at very high speeds, creating new neu-
ral connections. You think, you plan, and your decisions and actions 
develop your intelligence.

The WORDS game develops associations skills. It helps in ex-
pressing words . The game has several game variants to choose 
from. You build verbal crosswords, create new words. You tell 
stories, you use word abbreviations.

We have created this game for you and the whole family and we 
hope it will remain YOUR FAVORITE for a long time. You can play vir-
tually anywhere, anytime: on the train, on the beach, during a family 
trip. Invite family members, friends or even strangers to play. We 
guarantee fun and great time.
 
Play carefully though. Keep your own and others’ safety in mind 
when you choose a place to play.

WE WISH YOU GOOD LUCK
AND UNFORGETTABLE MOMENTS

WE CONNECT PEOPLE THROUGH CREATIVITY

BOARD GAMES REINVENTED



TOOLS YOU NEED FOR THE GAME...

BOARD GAME ON T-SHIRT (BLACK or WHITE - T-shirts are only avail-
able in our online store).

DICE (included in the game: 2 NUMERIC, 4 PLAYERS, 1 dice PLUS / 
MINUS and 1 SPECIAL dice, on which there are signs showing the 
possibility of moving in specific directions: front, back, right, left, top, 
bottom). We have also placed online dice that are available at each 
card deck.

CARDS Dedicated, UNIVERSAL or OWN. All cards are available on-
line. It depends on you which of them you will use during the game. 
Depending on your subscription, you also have the option of prepar-
ing and printing your own card sets.
 
Use DEDICATED or universal card sets that are available online. We 
often add new cards to different sets. Use the suggested card sets 
to get started:

   WORDS  (dedicated set)

   WHAT IF... (universal set)

   WEIRD QUESTIONS (universal set)

INTERNET ACCESS, USER ACCOUNT AND OPTIONAL SUBSCRIP-
TION (Advanced, Plus or Basic). The subscription allows, among oth-
er things, to create, edit and print your own card sets. Download and 
use of game tools.

ADDITIONAL TOOLS

We have prepared for you READY TEMPLATES, that complement the 
WORDS game. Depending on the variant of the game, you use the 
appropriate template. They are numbered and available online in 
the GAME TOOLS section, where they can be downloaded and print-
ed on your home printer. An interesting solution is also to create 
your own templates for the WORDS game.
 
Prepare a sheet of paper to write down the points you have earned 
from the cards, something to write (it can be a pencil).

HOW TO PREPARE T-SHIRT BOARD
BEFORE THE FIRST USE

We recommend to wash it before first use. To enjoy the t-shirt as 
long as possible please follow these guidelines:

• Wash it inside out in the Max temp. 300C (Max. 400C);
• Set the spin speed of not more than 400 /Min.;
• Do not tumble dry;
• Do not use bleach or chlorine, no dry cleaning;
• Iron the t-shirt inside out at temp. Max 1500C.

Before playing the game, please unfold the t-shirt board and smooth 
it out as much as possible. The best is playing on hard ground, but 
you can also play on the beach on the sand, in the park on the grass.

Sometimes it may turn out that a few heavier items will serve you to 
hold the shirt in the event of a strong wind, because the weather is 
different. T-shirt can get wet and you can always dry it. 
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SYMBOLS YOU WILL SEE ON THE BOARD

T-SHIRT  In this field, in the bottom right corner, everyone sets their 
players at the beginning of the game. NOTE: The logo placed in the 
middle of the Let’s play t-shirt game board is not part of the game 
board, do not place the players on it.

CARD During the game, when standing on such a field, you need to 
draw a card. You determine with players before starting the game, 
which sets of cards will you use, or maybe you will simply create your 
own card sets. We recommend starting with dedicated sets, because 
these are ideally prepared for the WORDS game. The cards may 
contain questions, tasks, orders, information, etc. depending on the 
selected set of cards. The card also includes the points you collect 
during the game. Cards are sorted thematically. If for some reason 
you do not have access to the cards, you can omit these fields or give 
them a different meaning. 

We also offer specially designed playing cards in a book edition that 
are ideal for travel. They are available in our online store.

CAMERA By standing in this field, we suggest taking a photo of all 
players during the game and send them to us by email. We will pub-
lish the best photos on our social networks: Facebook, Instagram 
and Twitter.

TRIANGLES, CIRCLE, SQUARE (RHOMBUS) Fields on which you 
move on the board in any direction. Different letters are placed 
next to each of these fields. Depending on the chosen variant of the 
game, you use the letters you have acquired.

THE GAME

Players 2-8  

Time 20-80 Minut  

Difficulty Easy – Medium - Hard

Develops the ability to associate,
Teaches creativity,
The ability to think logically,
Teaches word and thought abbreviations,
Enriches English vocabulary,
It helps in interaction.

In the board game WORDS, you can choose up to 9 game variants. 
Some of the variants require additional templates. Log in to your 
account, download the appropriate templates and print them on the 
printer. You play with words, tell stories, create new words and their 
meanings. You answer on time. You collect points from the cards. 
Proven and tested by many families. 

With this game you can not get bored. At the beginning, we recom-
mend using dedicated card sets. They can change the course of the 
entire game.
 
We recommend to start the game with the easiest version number 
1 (description on page 8). Each game starts traditionally with a dice 
roll. The players move the pawns by the indicated number of points 
in any direction chosen by them. If there are more than 2 players, 
you can play with teams, team A competes with teams B, C, D.
 
NOTE: With purchase of a board game in our store,  book versions of 
playing cards are included in the box. This is our INNOVATIVE METH-
OD, an alternative to traditional playing cards. You have 144 cards to 
start the game at the start.

GAME BENEFITS
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set of cards, which is available online under the name “LETTERS”. 
This set can change the course of the game, make it easier or more 
difficult to complete the game. The winner is the one who deletes all 
letters in its frames first.
 

In the next variant of the game we combine the words so it will re-
semble a crossword puzzle. We attach next letters to existing ones, 
creating whole words. By standing on a specific field, the player 
selects one letter that he/she places on the template. Subsequent 
players, when standing on other fields, must choose and add new 
letters to existing ones, creating words. The player who arranges a 
particular word receives a certain number of points. Whoever will ar-
range the most words, wins. Letters can stick together vertically and 
horizontally. However, it is not allowed to build words diagonally and 
they can not be repeated. It may be useful to have an online English 
dictionary for checking the vocabulary used in the game: https://
www.merriam-webster.com
 
We have prepared ready-made templates for this game. Obstructing 
the game, there are black squares on the board, so-called disturb-
ers. You can not connect any letters to them. You can play on time 
or until there is no space on the board to add more words. The one 
who creates the words with the most letters wins.

Example counting of points:
• word up to 3 letters - 5 points,
• word up to 5 letters - 10 points,
• word to 8 letters - 15 points,
• word above 8 letters - 20 points.

This time a bit more difficult version of the WORDS game. At the begin-
ning you determine the duration of the game. You can also arrange 
that each player collects a certain number of eg. 10 letters in one game. 
The game is divided into two stages. In the first stage of the game, play-
ers by standing on certain fields collect letters and write them down 
on a piece of paper. Each player has a separate piece of paper for this. 

VARIOUS WORDS GAME VARIANTS

The fastest version of the game. After placing the piece on the se-
lected field, all players say one word beginning with the letters in 
this field. Each player has 3 seconds to say a word. During the whole 
game, you can not repeat the same words. One of the players can 
write words on a sheet of paper, so that they are visible to everyone. 
Players themselves determine what will be the scoring system, e.g. 5 
points. for each given word. The one who has the least points loses.

At the beginning of the game, players determine a specific game 
theme, e.g. HOLIDAYS. Subsequently, players entering selected 
fields with letters must think of words that are associated with the 
theme of the game. Of course, words can not be repeated. The game 
is mainly about fast association. There are no winnings and losses. 
 
However, if you prefer a visual version of this game, in the middle of 
the card you write in large letters the main theme of the game (eg 
HOLIDAYS) and this word is followed by another smaller words, thus 
creating a kind of mind-association graph. To make it more difficult 
to play instead of writing words, you can draw them, but the other 
players have to guess what the drawing shows. This version is won 
by the one who guesses the most words. An additional convenience 
of the WORDS game can be pre-printed templates, which you can 
find in the game tools on our website.
 

Another version of the game uses pre-printed templates, on which 
there are letters placed in frames. Each player receives a different 
template for the game, which is available in the game tools. Each 
time a player stands on any game board field, he/she chooses the 
letter he/she deletes in the selected frame on the template. Howev-
er, please note that to move to the next frame, all letters in the pre-
vious one must be crossed out. In addition, you can use a dedicated 
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Another game proposal is for people who like quick and easy sketch-
ing. The game will need a piece of paper and a pencil. Players move 
around the board in different directions. The player who will stand 
on the selected field chooses one letter. He/she does not inform oth-
er players what letter was chosen. The player’s task is to draw an 
item that begins with the selected letter. The other players have to 
guess what the drawing shows. The person who first guessed what 
the picture shows gets 10 points. The one who wins the most points 
wins.
 
You can also make the game more difficult to play and draw items 
only those that are in your sight. A big challenge that can also be 
extremely creative. You can also play as a team. 

Another version of the game is difficult and demanding. The first 
player rolls a dice and stands on the chosen field. He/she chooses a 
letter and says a word (or conjunction). The next player rolls a dice 
and stands on the chosen field. He/she chooses a letter and must 
add a word to the previous word in such a way that the sentence will 
makes sense. As in the game variant number 7, but this time subse-
quent players take part in it.
 
For example. The first player chose the letter A and gave the word 
Andrew. The second player chose the letter and used it as a conjunc-
tion and creating Andrew and. The next player chose M and added 
the word Maggie creating the sentence Andrew and Maggie. Another 
player chose the letter W and added it to form the sentence Andrew 
and Maggie went... We remember the previous words and add new 
ones to create a short story. Sentences must sound sensible. Every 
meaningful word is a 5pts captured. If the next player can not think 
of and add another part of the sentence, he loses the queue and 
does not score points. The winner is the one who scores the most 
points. The game requires quick thinking and association and a large 
dose of creativity.
 
NOTE: The WORDS game is designed so that it gives you unlimited 
possibilities to come up with your own game variants with your own 
cards. That’s why our board games are extremely creative compared 
to other games available on the market.

The second stage is the process of creative creation of words from 
collected letters. You set the time needed again in the second round, 
e.g. 10 minutes. During this time, all players create their words. Each 
letter is scored as 1 point. Repeated words do not take part in count-
ing points. The winner is the one who creates the most words from 
the collected letters.
 

The next version of the game uses ready-made templates. Templates 
are available for download and printing in gaming tools. Players  can 
determine how long one game will be played. The player standing 
on any field choses a letter and the remaining players enter words 
beginning with this letter in the appropriate fields on the template.
 
The following categories are available for writing selected words:1. 
Geography, 2. Science, 3. Subject, 4. Culture
 
The words you enter must be associated with the category. A player 
can not use one word in several categories, even though the word 
can match more than one category.
 
At the end of the game, everyone reads their words. Each word re-
ceives 5 points. The words that are repeated by several players are 
not scored. The one who collects the most points wins.

Another proposition of the game is based on building short sen-
tences. Each player has 5 dice rolls. However you can determine this 
amount of dice rolls at your convenience. The player moves on the 
board in various directions. When standing in a given field, he/she 
chooses a letter and writes it on a piece of paper. The player’s task is 
to arrange a meaningful sentence from the collected letters. Letters 
can be arranged in any order. Here’s an example:
 
The player collected the following letters: W-L-T-P-G. From such a 
set you can create a sentence Wendy Likes To Play Games. You can 
select at least 3 letters to create sentences. The player who has com-
posed the longest and the most interesting sentences wins. All play-
ers take part in the discussion, deciding who won in a given round.
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LOOKING FOR ADDITONAL GAME FOR YOURSELF?

See below our other board games, which are available in our offer. 
We currently have about 20 of them. We create positive and enjoy-
able games. Simple to use. They are all unique. We create games 
with you in mind. We guarantee that you will not buy them in any 
store, they are available only in our on line store.
 
If you have any questions, please contact us, we will be happy to an-
swer them. We will be happy to help and choose something special 
for you.

Creativity combined with strategy and logical thinking. During the 
game you ask questions, answer, draw, write, count, create short 
stories. In the game you will also find challenges.

Board game FORMFINITY. Develops spatial thinking, planning, ma-
king important and strategic decisions. We have four variants of the 
game to choose from, which makes the game interesting and addic-
tive.

Simple rules of the game make the game very nice, although there 
are elements of strategic thinking. You move in all possible direc-
tions encountering various obstacles by making quick decisions in 
which direction you will most preferably go.

Creative and funny board game. Develops perception, observation 
and spatial thinking combined with associations. The principle is 
very simple - you have to draw a lot. It does not matter if someone 
draws great or not. We create inspirational drawings.

LOOKING FOR THE PERFECT GIFT?

Below are some of our suggestions for board games that are per-
fect for a unique and fascinating gift. Nowadays, the best gifts 
are personalized. Our games are a great example of this. Sur-
prise with a gift and imagination. Be different than everyone else. 
 
We will help you choose the game and personalize it according to 
your guidelines.
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WE CONNECT PEOPLE THROUGH CREATIVITY

BOARD GAMES REINVENTED

VISIT US ON OUR OFFICIAL
T-SHIRT BOARD GAMES WEBSITE

WWW.TSHIRTBOARDGAMES.COM

JOIN US  
ON SOCIAL MEDIA

• FACEBOOK /TSHIRTBOARDGAMES
• TWITTER /TSHIRTBOARDGAME
• INSTAGRAM /TSHIRTBOARDGAME
• VIMEO /HELLERDESIGNSTUDIO
• ISSUU /TSHIRTBOARDGAMES

Always use hashtags

#TSHIRTBOARDGAMES
#TSHIRTGAME
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http://WWW.TSHIRTGAME.COM
https://www.facebook.com/tshirtboardgames
https://twitter.com/tshirtboardgame
https://www.instagram.com/tshirtboardgames/
https://vimeo.com/hellerdesignstudio
https://issuu.com/tshirtboardgames
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